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AROUND AND AROUND

Tenor Entry

Cmaj7 Fm7 Fmaj7 E7

A (Sax and Piano)
A (Sax and G.
B (Guitar)
A (Sax and Gutar)

Piano 1st solo on one note?

CŒ”Š7 F©‹7 FŒ”Š7 E7

AŒ”Š7 A¨&7

B¨‹7 E¨7(”4) B7(#11) B13

C©Œ”Š7 D‹7 G7(”4)

E¨Œ”Š7 E¨‹7 E‹7 A7

G¨Œ”Š7 G¨‹7 A¨‹7 G(”4)

C©Œ”Š7 B7(#11) B13 C©Œ”Š7

G7(5554)

Piano riff with drum/bass solo